
for financial hardship assistance requested  
through representatives

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Ways to collaborate with customer in financial hardship Regulation

What can a 
Registered financial 

counsellor1 or  
ACL holder do

What can an 
unlicensed  

provider do?1

If restoring the customer’s financial position is possible,  
we may consider: 

BCoP 170
“Remaining in 

credit contract”

-  Agreeing to interest only payments for a short period  

-  Extending the term of your loan to reduce your repayments  

-  Temporarily postponing or deferring payments  

If restoring the customer’s financial position is unlikely,  
we may consider: 

BCoP 170

-  Agreeing on an alternative arrangement, plan or contract  

-  Changing the terms of the customer’s loan  

-  Giving the customer time to sell their property  

-   Giving information about bankruptcy or insolvency 
arrangements  

Changes on grounds of hardship NCC 72

Where the customer reasonably expects to be able to pay credit 
contract if terms of contract changed under 72(2).  

-   Extending period of contract and reducing amount of each 
payment due  

-   Postponing during a specified period the dates on which 
payments are due under the contract  

-   Extending period of contract and postponing during a specified 
period the dates on which payments are due under the contract  

Waiving the customer’s debt: BCoP 172
“Ending credit 

contract”

Reduce or waive the customer debt if it is an unsecured personal 
loan or credit card on a case by case basis and on compassionate 
grounds having regard to:

 
Loan consolidation

• The customer’s individual circumstances;

• If the customer is unable to meet loan repayments now  
and in the future

• Whether the hardship is genuine and being caused by 
factors outside of them customer’s control;

• Our commercial considerations

 
Full waiver and 

credit contract is 
ended.

Partial waiver & 
credit contract 

ended (with 
discounted debt 

repayment)
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Risks for Financial Service Providers engaging in a ‘credit activity’ with an unlicensed person

Under section 31 of the NCCP Act, financial service providers are prohibited from engaging in a credit activity with an 
unlicensed person for which a civil penalty of 5,000 penalty units applies (value of a penalty unit is currently $210). 

Financial service providers may engage in a prohibited credit activity when dealing with an unlicensed person who provides  
a credit service such as providing credit assistance to a consumer (sections 6 and 7 of the NCCP Act). 

ASIC’s Regulatory Guide 203.58 indicates that the provision of credit assistance occurs where “You are giving credit assistance to 
a consumer if, by dealing with a consumer or the consumer’s agent in the course of, as part of, or incidentally to a business 
carried on in Australia, you: (a) suggest that the consumer: (iii) remain in their current credit contract.”

Further in ASIC’s Regulatory Guide 203.66 indicates that it is ‘credit assistance’ (s8 of NCCP Act) if “an adviser:

• suggests that the consumer remain in the existing credit contract; or

• negotiates a new credit contract with the credit provider on the consumer’s behalf.”

Such ‘suggestions’ may emanate from discussions between the adviser and customer about their credit contract and where a 
customer may need to consolidate their loans into a new credit contract with a particular credit provider or seek changes to the 
terms of their existing contract in order to remain in that credit contract. 

As indicated in paragraph 147 of ‘ASIC’s Report 465: Paying to get out of debt or clear your record: The promise of debt 
management firms’ such firms “may engage in credit activities if they suggest that a consumer take out a debt consolidation  
loan with a particular lender or, having negotiated an arrangement with an existing lender, suggest to the consumer that they 
stay in that loan.”

Important information

This document is intended for guidance only on the types of credit services which may be regulated under NCCP for which  
the person engaging in such services needs to be licensed. Considerations/needs to be reviewed on a case by case basis.


